Ingest and analyse volumes of financial
information to identify entities, trends,
relationships and investigative avenues.
The Financial Analysis Toolbar works with the
Investigation Toolkit. Combining a range of financial
analysis tools with the power of Excel, it speeds up
the process of interrogating financial data.

Why Toolbar?
Toolkit’s
Companion

Let Toolbar Be
Your Expert

Toolbar extends on the
capabilities of Toolkit to
ingest and analyse huge
amounts of financial data,
automatically. Combining
a range of analytical tools,
Toolbar rapidly interrogates
financial data and provides
meaningful insight and
actionable intelligence.

There’s no need to be an
expert in Excel’s functions.
Toolbar provides a set of
templates to apply to data,
making analysing and
visualising complicated
financial information simple,
efficient and powerful.

The Power of BI

Simply Intelligent

Embrace the advanced
features and functionalities
of the PowerBI platform to
create meaningful
dashboards, visualisations
and connections to ensure
your critical information
is noticed and dots
get connected.

Toolbar uses intelligent
services to automatically
sort, count, total or average
your financial data without
human intervention; before
summarising complex data
quickly and creating custom
reports and lists.

Built by Altia specialists. Powered by our partners at Microsoft.
Cost Efficient: Eliminate the capital expense of implementation
and maintenance of on-premises infrastructure. Altia will deliver our
Software-as-a-Service right to your users at a fixed, all encompassing
predictable subscription fee. Better solution, reduced fee.
Always Available: Microsoft Azure ensures high-availability,
scalability and accessibility when you need your Altia solution
the most. Rapidly deploy your Altia solution at the click of a mouse,
without physical on-premises infrastructure.
Resilient: With data centres globally, you can not only ensure data-sovereignty,
but also geo-redundant resilience in the event of a disaster or service outage.
Minimise service disruption and data loss by relying on multiple data centres
in your region, supported by only the best. Microsoft Azure.

Learn More
www.altiaintel.com
info@altiaintel.com
+44 (0) 330 808 8600

Highly Secure: Cloud is simply a real computer sitting in Microsoft Azure's
highly secure and compliant physical data centres. With 24/7 monitoring
of threats, have greater confidence your information is safe from cyber
security incidents and remove capital expense and risk.

altiaintel.com

Trusted by 340 organisations
across 17 countries.
Altia services law enforcement agencies,
government departments and regulatory
authorities, globally; including 100% of
United Kingdom police forces.

What we offer...

ACOS
ACOS allows law enforcement agencies to manage all aspects
of covert operations effectively, discreetly and securely. Ensure
risk management, compliance and records management is
maintained across your organisations covert functions.

SmartCase
SmartCase is a comprehensive, flexible, multi-purpose,
customisable and cost-effective, cloudbased incident,
investigation and case management system offered
as a self-service customisable managed service.

Toolbar
Financial Analysis Toolbar works with the Investigation
Toolkit. Combining a range of financial analysis tools
with the power of Excel, it speeds up the process
of interrogating financial data.

Toolkit
Investigation Toolkit gives you the edge in financial
investigation, creating accurate records of account
statements. Jobs that would otherwise take sometimes
months, can be completed in a matter of hours.

Insight
Insight is an end-to-end investigation management software
product that has been designed to help solve various types
of crime. It is fully auditable, allowing you to illustrate every
step of your investigation.

Verinote
Replace handwritten pocket notebooks, diaries and manual
process with true frontline intelligence and evidence collection.
Capture critical information, statements and signed entries,
from the field, directly into Altia products.
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